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Otto Nicolai Opera
’Windsor Wive s’
film Set for Today

Hate Men’?

Spartana

Windsor,"
Merry Wives of
based on
Nicolai
Otto
by
aj,.(ifsea
play, will
Shakespeare’s
assiarn
Classic Film
presented in the
TH55
ro today at 3:30 p.m. in
Concert hall.
VOL. 49
wane
at 7 p.m. in
leading BeeThe opera features
and the Bet’actors and singers
The opera
State orchestra
be sting in German with Engsubtitles.
San Jose state students will
will be shown
"World
be admitted free to the SJScolor
The
feature.
iie second
of mosaic Froeino state college football
traces the advent
game at Rateliffe stadium at 8
assail the Greek, Roman and
application p.m. Saturday. SJsr Ash reeds
/ante* era to the
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1ASB Precedent

Veto Case Dependent
On 3 Basic Factors

U.C.

Pres.

Offers Recall
Of Directives

Publication of student letters
By LESTER ON
Equally important, the judiciary
The ASB Judiciary hearing also must rule whether a budget, complaining about restrictions on
student activities and "rights" on
Tuesday on whether the ASB after it is approved by council,
falls under the heading of a "law, the University of California,
president has the power to veto
Berkeley, campus newspaper
rule or regulation."
budgetary matters involves more
brought offers this week from
’NOT DENIED’
than just a difference of opinions.
Cooper asserted that the ASB Cal’s president, Dr. Clark Kerr, to
Basically, the differences center constitution guarantees the presi- withdraw his restrictions.
dent veto power since "the power
Dr. Kerr offered to return camon three main Issues:
is not denied him explicitly," he pus "rights" effective before the
How similar the ASH governsaid.
enforcement of directives he issued
ment structure is to the federal
Again, Hauck rejected this view, two years ago if asked to do so by
and state governments.
noting that approved ASB ap- the Executive committee of the
Associated Students at Cal.
Whether a budget can be clas- pointments are not laws.
The words "law, rule or reguStudent complaints were Dr.
sified under the heading of "law,
lation" appear in section III of the Kerr’s directives eliminated sturule or regulation."
constitution under the duties of dents’ rights which had existed
And the role of Board of Con- the president. It explicitly gives before their enforcement.
trol.
Receiving the heaviest criticisms
the president the power to veto
were directives which forbid onThe principals In the disagree- any such legislation.
Finally, the contention that campus gimps to take stands on
ment are Brent Davis, ASB presioff-campus issues, require a week’s
dent, and Bill Hauck, vice presi- there is no other check on campus
openly questioned the role of the notice of rallies before they could
dent and Student Council chair- Board of Control.
be held and changed the liberal
man. Davis attempted to veto the
"The Board of Control has no student group SLATE to an off$1775 AWS budget at a recent more power than as an advisory campus organization.
Dr. Kerr made his offer to abancouncil meeting but his action was committee," Cooper said, "thereA CHANGE OF TUNETaming of Kate, the shrew, seems to
don the restrictions in an open letchallenged by Hauck, who said the fore there is no check on legisbe in its final stages as Fred portrayed by Ken Hunter soothes
the
Executwo
members
of
ter to
action."
president did not have veto power lative
*e prankish Kate portrayed by Marjorie Brown in a scene from
tive committee, Ken Cloke and
EXPLAINS FUNCTION
over budgetary matters.
"Kiss Me Kate," which opens tonight in Morris Dailey audiDr. Lowell Walter, faculty ad- Roger Hollander.
torium.
WIDE DISAGREEMENT
According to the offer, the
viser on the .couneil, then exThe wide range of disagreement plained the role of the board. He "rights" effective prior to enforceon the question was apparent after said the only group that would be ment of Dr. Kerr’s directives win
Martin Cooper, pre-law student, eliminated, if the president were be returned and become effective
and Pat McCienahan. former ASB given the veto power, would be the following day if the Executive
president, had presented the case the Student Council which, the committee concurs and forwards
for Davis and Hauek for himself, constitution states, is the only the students’ request to him.
with the aid of Dr. Lowell Walter, group given control over legislaThe university president’s only ,
faculty adviser.
proviso to the offer was that "the!
tive matters.
On the first issue, Cooper argued
The hearing, in which both sides ’old directives will remain in foree
that the United States President presented extensive arguments, and effect for the Berkeley campus
in addition to every state gover- new paves the way for a prece- until such time as a vote of the
By 1.1s1 s 1ENTV
at 8.15 in Morris Dailey audinor has the right to veto fiscal dent- making ruling.
student body asks for the ’Kerr
.Another Show" torium.
"Another ,;.
matters in their respective legislaWhatever decision judiciary directives’ back again; and this . . . goes the title of the Cole
This is the first Broadway mutures.
makes, a precedent is inevitable. vote shall only take place after
As support for this point, Coop- This is the first case of its kind in the ’old directives’ have had a fair Porter hit for the musical "Kiss sical presented through the Music
Me Kate." The song fits the oc- department in 35 years, according
er quoted the U.S. constitution and ASH history
"
casion for tonight’s opening of the to musical director Dr. Gus Lease,
"The Federalist" a series of esAssociated Glee clubs’ presentation associate professor of muses
says supporting the constitutibn.
"Kiss Me Kate" will continue
The above, however, assume that
its run tomon-ow and Saturday.
the ASH is adequately similar to
Tickets for the production are
the federal and state governments
on sale in the opera box office
which the judiciary must now de. near the entrance of Convert hall.
eide.
R
.ed seats are $2 and $1.50
Hauck totally rejected this as- Bronzan s Pep Band Proposal
and general admission tickets are
stimptims asking the judiciary to
Clyde Bedell. advertising eondisco to entertain at Shriner’s sultant, author,
disregard it since "our student
By BOB HALLADAY
lecturer, will
PLAYING THE SHREW
government is not totally pathospital); ASH legislative account, speak on "Here I Am- -Send Me."
"San Jose State College is the
Portraying the shrew Leh Van (to pay for a plaque to be at a 12:15 p.m. luncheon Tuesday
$67.60
terned after them.
only college of major classificaplaced by the sculpture on the Art at the Catholic Women’s center., east will be Mariorie Brown with
"Our campus problems are
tion on the west coast that does
building) and Associated Women as part of the 25th anniversary Ken Hunter enacting her former
unique in themselves," he said.
not have a pep band."
husband Fred Graham,
students, $110.
three-day-celebration of the JourMiss Brown is a junior educaBob Bronze’s director of athCouncil also approved an ap- nalism & Advertising dept., begintion major. She was a principal in
letics, made this statement to propriation. not to exceed $300, ning Monday.
"So This Is College." musical reStudent Council members at yes- for the purchase of a nylon banner
Tickets to the luncheon must
view which toured army bases in
were with gold, block letters spelling
he purchased by Friday for $2 in the
The sophomore class taut Meet terday’s meeting after they
Western U.S. during the SUM whether SJS "SAN ’JOSE STATE:" on a blue TH16, according to luncheon chairat 3:30 p.m. today In 5I64 to asked to decide
an official pep band. field. The banner will be kept in man. Charles Marshall, associate tiler
make final plans for Friday’s should have
Con flirt resumes for Lilli and
There has never been an ap- the College Union to be used at professor of advertising. HP said
Betty Coed -Joe College contest
Fred during a rehearsal for Shakeand dance. All sophomores may propriation from etorient funds for athletic events, rallies and other no tickets will he sold at the door.
of the Shrew,"
such a band, the athletic director suitable events.
Hertel’ has been working inde- Ware’s -Taming
attend.
in which they star. It’s the eve of
said, and any group that has
pendently since 1939. He has been
the first anniversary of their diplayed before has been composed
sales promotion manager of Marveree.
as a "last-minute deal."
shall Field & co. and director of
Cole Porter tells his story both
"The time for a pep band at
sales and advertising of Butler
through dialogue and with 141114ic.
SJS has come," Bronzan asserted.
Brothers, the world’s largest
Such songs as "Why Can’t You 13ewholesale busine.
Roger Muzzy, as,sistant professor
have?" "So in Love Am I." "I
has
been
as
lecturer
The
hailed
30-meme
suggested
has
of music,
Hate Men" and "Always True to
An educator-employer round ta- "Mr. Advertising." He has also
ber band, according to Bronze’s
You" prove eventful to the action
called
the
foremost
writer
been
rallies,
call
for
on
which would be
ble discussion in T1155, moderated
of the charamers.
of
advertising.
teacher
His
funcand
other
or
basketball games
by Dr. Chilton R. Bush, Stanford
"Kiss ale Kate" is a play within
to
Write
"How
Advertising
book
tions.
university emeritus executive head, That Sells" has been a steady a play with Shakespeare inter.
The council agreed by a 12-0-1
woven with Porter. Antics by Kate
BONIIANI, Tex. ,UPli House
of Communications, is best-seller since 1940.
a pep band Department
hring comedy to life as she seeks
Speaker Sam Rayburn. 79, near vote that SJS needs
at
2
p.m.
for
Tuesday
Sigma.
professional
Alpha Delta
consider an offi- scheduled
revenge for a lost love. Not far
death from cancer, clung weakly and promised to
anniversary advertising fraternity, has honored behind in the scheme is Fred, who
submitted.
silver
of
the
is
part
it
as
when
budget
cial
to life as of 11 o’clock last night
"Mr. Advertising" with the Nichols
and
reJournalism
council
the
the
celebration
of
action
In other
attempts taming the shrew for her
(PST).
cup for his contributions to ada proposed by-law change Advertising department.
pranks.
"He’s tough," Dr. Joe Risser. ferred
edecation.
vertising
reprefreshman
Wood,
back to Ty
ROMANTIC LEADS
The question "Where Do the
his doctor, said. "These people of
Bedell
is
first
Clyde
The
name
of
because
rewritten
be
sentative, to
Other romantic leads ale Joan
pioneer stock will stay with you
Go
From
Schools
Journalism
in
the
Retail
Advertieing
Ball
of
ASH
constituthe
It conflicts with
Moffitt and Ray Gouveia as Lois
and keep staying with you."
Here?" will be discussed by the Fame.
tion.
Lane and Bill Calhoun. Gangster
Rayburn began failing late TuesInterest is provided by Gordon
The bill, drafted by Wood who following panelists: Howard Tayday, and his family gathered at
received the freshman class ap- lor, director of training Program
Thorlaksson and Bob Cunningham.
his bedside in Dr. Risser’s private
proval on it, will clarify the con- Copley Newspapers; Clair Otis. adOthers in the cast include Jack
hospital. But he managed to make
stitution on recall elections.
Lindsay. Dick Oglesbee, Dennis
vertising director, Eureka NewsIt through the night, sleeping "unTwo Sall . ,‘, men were asked Chamberlain Lynda Jensen. ThomAs the constitution now stands, papers,
usually soundly."
Inc; Charles M. Hut ten. to leave
require
the 5.15 campus by se- as Atkins, David McClellan, WilRelatives visited him in relays It can he interpreted to
a two-thirds vote of the student, Journalism department chairman, l minty police Tuesday at 12,20 liam Costa. Howard Mayling, and
yesterday.
University of California; A. L. p.m when officers received com- Betty Pask.
elected officer.
A spokesman for the Rayburn body to recall an
John Schreiber is stage director
Wood’s bill will state that coun- Higginbotham. ,journalism depart- plaints that both men were anfamily said death was "only a matcil repreeentatis es may be re- ment. chairman, University of Ne- noying students in the area of and Stalinist Miller is direeting
ter of hours."
the orehestra. Both are instructors
Rayburn’s Illness was diagnosed called by a two-thirds vote of the vada; Paul V. Sheehan, Journal - Ninth and San Carkeu sts.
at Los Gates high sehool. Miller
Beth men. Gilbert Emmitt.
them.
41.44 cancer Oct. 5 after he had en- class Which elects
Ism department chairman, Fresno and
Richard Shaver, 45, were is also an 5.15 grad student. The
The council also passed the foltered Baylor University Medical
college.
questioned by security police and chorus has been under the direccenter in Dallas. The malignancy lowing budgets: pre-game and state
The 25th anniversary celebra- later released. They were ordered tion of Miss Carol Smith and Miss
is believed to be centered in his half-time entertainment for the
pancreas, but has spread all over coming basketball season. $865; tion is under the direction of to stay off the &IS campus or Margaret Lawler, physical education inst ructers.
co-recreational and weekend ree- Pearce Davies, associate profes- risk arrnet.
his body.
Sets were designed by Dennis
said bath
men
Cnnitets
lie was brought In Risser hos- million activities, $2007.20: crip- sor of imirnalism. in cooperation
pital from Dallas Oct. 31, so he pled children’s account., $.50 ito with Dr. Dwight Bente), hearl of had been drinking A cheek wtth Berm-, commercial arts major
could die among his friends and subsidize transportation costs of the Journalism and Advertising San Jose police revealed they have Fern Ttjston is pianist for the
preious arrests on drunkenness. three-night preduetion.
students traveling to San Fran- department.
neighbors as he wished.

’Kate’ To Open
Here Tonight

DR. RALPH ’;MITH holds in his hand a South American basilisk,
one of tso he recently received. The lizards were obtained for
Ism from the Magdalena basin in Colombia by a friend.

Student Council To Consider ’Mr. Advertising’

of 4 Species’

Prof. Smith Receives
Colombian ’Basilisks’
A trip to Colombia isn’t necesary: the South American basilisks
ire on display in the second floor
if the Science building.
What are basilisks?
’They are ene of the very bi’MY’ species." Dr. Ralph Smith,
sessor of zoology, said. "They
member, of the iguartirlae, one
s the largest families of lizards."
MALE AND FEMALE
The two lizards, male and ferule, were reaaved by Dr. Small,
Mier this month through a
eel who arranged their trip
aomb America.
were obtained from the
Sliest basin. a drainage sysfor the Magdalena river in
seeks near Barranquilla.
’tey are common along the
.taries of the river," Dr.
H said, "uvliere they estahlish
thornet In low, dverhang’silage. When disturbed, they

Daily To Present
Special Section
Daily %1 ill diatrible the fast
magazine and color
Preen in the history
of the Jouralien & Advertising
department
!away in honor
of the 25th ariniersary of the
department.
The tabloid -sized section, five
slumns by 141,
inches, will have
2Page5, Instead of the
usual 8000
imilatini. this issue
will jump to
2.00e.
The Neer
supplement will be the
limo and
only independent college
sesaine seetion
in America.
"Spartan Daily has been pub-1 continue-misty for
25 Years.
Welding
the years
dining World
ft
when the campus was
Neely eeptilaterl
with students.
Sine, thri, the
Deily has grown
four.page Merlotti to full
Sljefrtrit
24.
l’a4e special editions.
mm

jump into the water and swim
very fast.
"They are one of only four
species in the world, all in South
he continued. The
Ameriea,"
three are thought to be restricted
to the Costa Rica area, although
Dr. Smith emphasized he wasn’t
sure.
However, they are the largest
of the species, growing up to three
feet long.
17% INCHES
Measuring the male lizard.
which he said can be identified by
the helmet and the body crest
along the back, the reptile scaled
17% inches. It weighed 106 grams.
The receipt of the lizards means
a second chance for Dr. Smith to
study their habits in captivity.
Six years ago, he lost a similar
pair because they wouldn’t. eat.
Now, he said, he was raising
worms as food since they are good
for animals who do not eat very
(if t en.
The lizards are invertebrate
animals. he said, which means
they are cold blooded and have
a low rate of metabolism. As such,
they don’t need much food and
aren’t very active, he added.
tACTIVITY VARIES’
"But. if we were to warm them
up with a heater, they’d he very
active," he continued, "Their activity varies with the temperature
of their body."
Experimenting this time on various kinds of food for the lizards
Dr. Smith said he plans to try
meat, liver and beef cubes, fruits
and vegetables.
Feeding them, however, ean become a touchy problem. Dr. Smith
displayed a wound on the thumb
of his left hand. "They bite, hang
on and tear," he said.
Yet the zoology professor is pro.
reeding with his plan to taleilete
their grenade rates. There arc very
few of them, he said.

To Speak at SJS

Soph Meeting Sei

’Mr. Sam’
Still Sinking;
Death Near

Journalists Gather
At SJS for Panel

2 San Jose Men
Annoy Students
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Studio Hour
To Star Medea
"Medea" by Jean Anouilh will
he presented during the weekly
Studio Hour today at 3:30 p.m.
in the College Theater.
The program has been moved
to the College Theater due to
the production of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream" in the Studio Theater, according to Dr.
Jack Neeson, assistant professor
of drama.
Starring in the program will
be Zoe Karnitses, Medea; Reginald Maloney, Creon; Linda-Jo
Waltermire, nurse and Allen
Donovan, guard.
Richard D. Parks, drama student, is directing the program.
Tuesday the program will
move back to the Studio Theter. Two plays will be presented,
including "Je Jest of Ilahalaba,"
by Dunsany and "Triget of
Greve" by Lardner.

Traditional Opera
With Original Cast
To Be Presented
t,

ROMANTIC INTEREST in the Children’s Theater production of "A Midsummer Night’s
Dream," are: (I. to r.) Charles Latona, Lysander; Mari -Lyn Henry, Helene; Gordon Wolver-

C..15

"Arnett’ and the Night Visitors," traditional Christmas
opera, will be presented Nov. 27
and 28 at 8:30 p.m. in Morris
Dailey auditorium, sponsored by
the Spartan Programs committee.
The free production will feature members of the original
cast which first appeared in the
opera on NEC TV Dec. 24, 1951.
Written by Glen-Carlo Menotti, the opera tells of a young
boy in the Italian village of
Cadegliano in the province of
Lombardy. He wishes that his
afflicted leg would suddenly get
better.
Members of the cast tour with
the production. This year’s itinery takes them from California
to Washington, D.C.
Edith Evans will portray the
mother in th opera. Early in
her career, Miss Evans won the
Marian Anderson award and
was soloist with the Philadelphia Orchestra at a youth concert. She was also a member of
the New York City Opera.
One of her greatest achievements was the singing of Rosina
in ’The Barber of Seville" in
its original version under the
direction of Boris Goldovsky.
Dr. Edwin Dunning, assistant
professor of music, will direct
the orchestra for the production.
Also in the cast are Forrest
Munger and David Aiken.

,wanbold

ton, Demetrius and Sharon Pitts, Hermia. It
will be standing room only at this afternoon’s
opening performance at 4 o’clock.

’Midsummer Night’s Dream’Opens
Three Day Run in Studio Theatre
How would It feel to fall in
love with a donkey-head? During the opening today of the
fall Children’s Theater production, "A Midsummer Night’s
Dream," those in the audience
will discover the answer to this
perplexing question.
The Shakespearean production
will be presented in the Studio
Theater today and tomorrow at
4 p.m. and Saturday at 10:30
a.m. and 2 p.m.
Box office personnel have reported that there is a waiting
list for tickets to all performances.
ROMANCE PROVIDED
Romantic interest in the production is provided by a quartet
of attractive lovers with Charles
Latona, Lysander; Sharon Pitts,
Hermia; Gordon Wolverton, Demetrius; Mari-Lyn Henry, Helena.
Robert Browning appears as

Oberon, the King, and Titania,
his queen, is portrayed by Bonda
Gay Lewis. When Oberon becomes angered, he enchants her
to love the first thing she sees
upon awakening. When Titania
awakens, the first thing she
sees is Bottom, the Donkeyhead, played by Ed Chilla.
Others in the cast include
Milton Longway, Thesues; Layne
Evans, Egeus; Maria Wida, Philostrate; Ed Belling, Quince;
Delray Franks, Snug; Gary
Proost, Flute; Douglas Johnston,
Snout; Will Gatlif, Starveling
and Sandra Emery, Puck.
GRAD STUDENT DIRECTS
Richard Gustaffson, graduate
drama student, is directing the
production with the supervision
of John R. Kerr, associate professor of drama. Sharon Wright
is stage manager and costumes
have been designed by Berneice
E. Frisk.

Color!
Pictures!
New Tab Size!
Entertainment!
It’s The Spartan Daily’s

Lumen Coade, radio-television
major, has designed six colorful
marionettes to play the sour
fairies in the lavish production.
A special marionette platform
has been designed into the set
of the play. Coade and his assistant, Sharon Cressis, handle
the controls and dub in the
voices from behind a screen.

’Glass Cage’ Star
Will Be Celebrity,
Says John Hoyt
Arline Sax, star of "The Glass
Cage," U. S. entry in the fifth
annual San Francisco Film Festival, will become "an international star" because of her
role in the film, in the words of
her co-star John Hoyt.
In a recent press conference
at the Sheraton Palace hotel the
stars and production staff of the
Tams Limited movie were quizzed by members of the press
prior to the premiere screening
of the movie.
Miss Sax called her role "very
challenging."
The movie is expected to be
released in three months. Hoyt
said ’The Glass Cage" may be
entered in other festivals.
The plot involves a 20-yearold woman who shoots and kills
a prowler attempting to gain entrance to her apartment.
Further investigation uncovers a suspense-filled story
related to sanity and insanity.
a psychological murder thriller,
the film features an unusual
ending.
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First Annual
Art Auction
To Be Dec. 8
Alt
111101 t-.11,1 III MAIing their work will have the
opportunity to do so on December 8, at the first annual student -faculty art auction, sponsored by the SJS art department.
The auction, which will be
open to the public, is essentially
a fund raising device for art
scholarships to be awarded by
the art department.
The proceeds from the auction
will be distributed 50 per cent to
the student, 40 per cent for the
scholarship fund, and 10 per
cent to cover auction expenses.
All forms of art will be accepted for the auction and may
be submitted to the art gallery
office on Nov. 27, 28, and 29,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Entry
blanks and additional information also may be obtained from
the gallery office.

Temianka To Discuss
Fugue on Film Today
A film featuring a discussion
by Henri Temianka concerning
the fugue will be shown today
at 11:30 a.m. in Concert hall
during the Survey of Music
Literature class. Musical selections by Bach, Mozart and Beethoven are included on the film.

Forum To Discuss
Civil Defense Topic
"Civil DefenseFact or Fallacy" will be the topic today
at the Thursday Forum held
weekly at the Roger Williams
House, 156 S. 10th at. Clinical
Psychologist Dr. Robert Erdman will lead the informal discussion at 11:30 a.m.

Teaching Positions
Open in Africa
The African-American Institute is seeking applicants for
teaching positions in secondary
schools in Africa for the 19621963 school year, according to
Mrs. Dale B. Harris, education
placement supervisor.
The institute is especially
looking for students in the following fields: Physics, chemistry, mathematics, natural sciences, English and French.
Students interested in the program may receive information
at the Placement office.

Thrust and Parry
Student Questions
Library’s Policy
Both the prose and the logic
employed by Mr. Mixon in his
letter of Nov. 10 leave much
to be desired. Unfortunately, his
diction and circuitous argumentation do not invite the serious
consideration which his fundamental objective warrants. His
crude satire was a weak attempt
to focus attention on the shortcomings in the services currently rendered by the administration at the library.
The short weekend schedule
at the library is detrimental to
the interests of the scholarly
members of this community.
Why should the library bar its
doors at 5:30 p.m. on Fridays?
Why are the Sunday hours,
which I understand were only
recently added, so abbreviated?
Does the policy of closing the
doors at 10 p.m. on weekdays
serve the needs of the evening
students? What are the grounds
for closing the library on unpopular holidays, such as Veterans’ Day? To give us more
incentive to exercise on the
trampolines, or to go "surfing?"
By drawing attention to the
bankers’ hours at the library,
Mr. Mixon barely scratched the
surface of the deficiencies in the
library’s facilities and administration. Any sample of responsible opinion will yield an extensive list of legitimate grievances. It is not safe to assume
that the administration is acquainted with all the problems
of the library user. It would be
presumptuous to believe the administration is acting in the
most efficient and vigorous manner’ to elevate the caliber of the
service and facilities.
Perhaps it is pointless and
pharisaical to castigate the administration when substantial
portions of the students are indifferent. If the Greeks vote to
drink beer on Friday afternoon
and if they are determined to
convert the remainder of the
weekend into a mating season,
why should the library be kept
open? If the majority of the
student body chooses to frolic,
why pay librarians to stand
around chatting with one another and to cater to an occasional

Cercle Francais
Will Show Slides

Sce And Hear a Fabulous Trio

THE STREET SINGERS
Action Starts at 5 P.M.

Get Yours Monday

November 20

111111110am.

STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in VILLA
’,HOPPING CENTER at LAWRENCE
STATION ROAD

chow clate
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*
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*
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EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Alma .$ Almaden
BACK STREET
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TWO RODE TOGETHER
-- GAY THEATER
400 South First
PICNIC ON THE GRASS
by Jean Renoir, in Color
Also
BED FOR TWO
SARATOGA THEATER :
14502 Big Rosin Way-Soratogo
LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEN
and
BALLAD OF A SOLDIER

1
*

SPARTAN DRIVE -1N
South First and Alma
HORSE SOLDIERS
WOMAN
- OBSESSED
Also
IMITATION GENERAL
TOWNE THEATER
1433 The Alomeda
THE BIG DEAL ON MADONNA :
STREET
in Color .
1[
UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS
TROPICAIRE TWIN-VUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER
1
TOWN WITHOUT PITT
e
and
1
ADA
with Dean Martin - Susan Hayward
***

6et with it, man! You belong
in traditional

Post-Grad
Slacks
..

Slides of France will be
shown by the Cercle Francais
today at 3:30 p.m. in room B
of the cafeteria.
Mr. Jean Guedenet, assistant
professor of Foreign language,
will speak about the slides.
French songs will also be sung.
All students, especially those
Interested in speaking French,
are invited to attend, according
to Mr. Guedenet.

Are any of these your questions?

Row can I get a good n
job without having any f
business experience

Where can I get a job
that will make use of
my college training

STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in
VILLA SHOPPING CENTER
("Across from Futurama Bowl")

SEE AND HEAR . . . FRI. & SAT.
BANJO AND RINKY-TINK PIANO
MUSIC 9 P.M. ON . . .
SUNDAY ONLY . . .

curious individua.:
T. F. Hickman
ANIS 5721
Editor’s Not.: The present Sylidiy
hours at the library horn 1.5
p
went into effect Oct 2 1960

Smoothest pair of slacks that ever
hit a campus! Trim, tapered Pest.
Grads have the authentic natural
look other slacks try to imitate! Belt
loops and cuffs are standard equipment. Pleatless? Of course! Pick out
are
a few pair todayat stores that
"with it". Only $4.95 to $9.95 in blends
of Orlona and other washable fabric&

his
4591), caveziacall4
tent ens gHlt
Do I have to learn
et
typing and shorthand f
to get good-paying
work
Interested in working with the
public? Our Gladys Sawyer will
be at the placement office to tell
you about the good -paying
positions we offer to college
girls. No experience needed

... wear OAPs

I’ll be on campus
soon to bring you
the answers you want
to hear
(we’ll train you at full pay!).
See the placement office now
For an appointment Fri. Nov. 17.

4-1k Pacific Telephone

Open Daily 4 P.M. ’tit 2 AU.
An Equal Opportunity Enrolninn
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Red China May Produce Rebel Regime Feared,
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Fight
U.S.
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lls lost
howl, by 1962.
Diplomatic reports basest on Information from behind the Bamboo
and Iron cut tains eite strong indications that Peiping is making a
determined effort to become a nuclear force.
The current signs are that the
Peiping regime is going about it
without Ritssilin help and even
growing opposition Irons Moscow.
The middle of 1962 1111.% been
mentioned as a likely date for Red
China’s first nuclear explosion, although other estimates say it will
take up to two more years.
Two years ago Red China’s Ft.;
eign Minister Marshal Chen Yi I.
a news conference that Peiping intended to have the atomic tomb.
Since then there has been official
silence while Peiping’s propaganda
machines firmly denounced nuclear
efforts of the West and supported
proposals for a nuclear free zone
In the Far East.
In 1959, Ho (’hi Minh, president
of Communist North Viet Nam,
dropped a casual remark that the
Chinese would have atomic bombs
"In the not too distant future."
Peiping said nothing.
In its ideological struggle with
Moscow over Interpretation of
Marxist - Leninist doctrine, Red
China has consistently taken a
tough line toward the West against
the softer line proclaimed by Moscow.
Experts in Britain think China
probably has made more nuclear
progress than .any outsider really
knows.

4.1,01a si.1,111.1.1... III t’oti;-tte
(UPI I Pro-Communist Vice Premier Antoine Gizenga was reported yesterday to hai.e set tip a rebel
regime against the United Nations
and the Central Congo gus ernment
with the backing elf 2000 Congoterse troops who have mutinied in
at least two cities
Inplotna tie %entree: said Qazeto
gut. politival heir of the slain Pa
trice lanntanba, has established
his rebel government in Kivu in
Kindu Province.
.M111(14,11
:111771111 of the

Disarmament Talks
Scheduled for U.N.
LNITED:-.ATO
N.Y. tUPII
- The United States and Russia
were set yesterday to open the annual United Nations debate on
global disarmament- a (imam that
has eluded the world organization
since its inception.
The Russians, who announersi in
advance that they would have no
part in resuming talks on a nuelear
weapons test lean as requested by
the General Assembly, were expeeted
hitec
hard
ana
tnto
em
nuoatnn
by the United States that it
would disregard a deelaration
against the itse of nuclear arms
approved by a 60-16 vote of the
polit ’eat commit tee Tuesday.
The declaration, sponsored by 12
Asian and African countries,
awaits final action by the assrmblv.
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CIGARETTES

Our cigarette prices

In

effect all vsio-k uric
?

Regular

Rough Rider Sportswear
gives every man "the

1.99 ctn.
2.09 elm.
plus tax

King Size and Filter

celebrity look" Superb
tailoring, luxurious

front our frozon food deparintunt

fabrics, a feeling of easy
elegance -these are yours

RIVER VALLEY
8" Frozen Pies

in Action-Tailored
Rough Rider slacks
and sport coats,

regular

49c

1

RUA
APPLE
PUMPKIN
MINCE

Raft.
SLACKS

qh1W-0
3U.

SPORT COATS

$14.95 - $39.95
$19.95

DOWNTOWN
U-SAVE MARKET

WPORTS
241 So. lit
CY 2-4014

Corner 3rd and San Fernando
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Presi- ; a joint communique with the Re- 1,: 4 ,
WASHINGTON
dent Kennedy, turning briefly’ public of Kollest’s 111,6’01Ullititlgry
from crises in Southeast Asia and gO%’elTLITIMI chief. (14-n. Cht,:
has sesved notice that the lief. Park. after a White I le,
United Slates will fight if the, conferr.tice late Topotay
Communi,di reopen the Korean
Park was s,-hishileil to vow.,
War.
at the Pentagon yestertizs
Kennedy issued the warning in fieferise t4ernetary Robert
tott.
.Nani..ra and U.S.
A high U.S. official said It..
Where Eke Car You Get
Kennedy
administration 51.1p.
All of These Under One Roof"
continue to support with art,.
COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
t
and money the 600,000-man
t7P1 t The aut heelKorean armed forces. lie said th,
tative -Janes Fighting Shins," a United State!: no longer v..
FAST DRY CLEANING
reference hook, today cast doubt pressing for a reduction of
on Russian claims it has more. defense burden in order to etis
EXPERT DYING and
faster and better-armed nuclear Imoney to Korean economic dt,.e
SUPER SERVICE at
submarines than the United States. j opment.
"The U.S. record In this field is
REASONABLE PRICES
The 44 -year -old Korean genera
so high 23 nuclear submarines of who overthrew the U.S.-1,upporto’
which seven are Polaris armed - constitutional government in Se, .
402 S ird & San Salvador
that it is doubtful if her achieve- last May. reiterated his
ments can have been surpassed."
Jane’s said.
The tamers reference book
Russia tlItS started on an urgent
program of naval reorganization to
meet growing Amerivan nuclear
MISS OTT S new hair styles r, 0.,
dominance.
. so issitionabla
elegant

Try Campus
Launderette

Red Superiority
Doubted in Book

FEATURING:
Challenging Assignments
Accelerated Training
Excellent Salaries
INTERVIEWS on Wednesday, November 29th
SEE

YOUR

MISS OTT’S
Coiffure.v

suitaLla to your particular
Halmos,
ality.
permanent

Spartaguide
College Religious council. Ninth
TODAY
Lecture, Glenn A. Wessels, pro- in a series of lectures on religion I
t will be presented simultaneously;
lessor of art at University of
fornia at Berkeley, "Meet the at various college-affiliated living’
Artist," art gallery, 10:30 a.m.lgroups during their dinner been
AWE-IRE, officer and coma .
and 1:30 p.m.; exhibition of his
paintings, art gallery, 9 am, to tee meeting. E101. 12:30 p.m.
I kath club, speaker: Dr. Lester
4 p.m.
Student California Teachers H. Lange, acting head of the.
.o.sn., speaker: Dr. Frederick Mathematics department, "Extre-.
,urandow, associate professor of ’mum Problems Connected with I
’duration, "The Protections and;Triangles," THIL 12:30 p.m.
Rally committee, joint meeting
lt.sponsibilities of Teachers Under
’alifornia Law," TH55, 7:30 p.m.. of executive council and planning
"Kiss Me Kate," Morris Dailey committee, College Union, 3:30
’p.m.
,uditorium, 8:15 p.m.
Flying Twenty, Inc., meeting,
Survey of Music Literature,
; S164, 7 p.m.
Concert hall, 11.30 a.m.
Classic films, Shakespeare’s’ Sparta Party, meeting, C11161,
Merry Wives of Windsor" in 7 p.m.
Thursday forum, topic:
,peretta form, in German with
English titles, and "World of Mo- Defense---Fact or Fallacy," Roger
lsake," TH55, 3:30 p.m., Concert Williams house, 156 S. 10th at,,
11:30 am.
t hall. 7 p.m.
Alpha Eta Sigma., speaker:
Women’s Recreation assn.,
horseback riding, 3:30 p.m.; tennis 1 Richard I...risen of the Internal’
1 p.m.; badminton. room 23. 7 Revenue senice, Markham hall,’
p.m.; all events in women’s gym- I 7:30 p.m.
; Industrial Relations club, speak’
outsitan.
"A Midsummer Night’s Demur," em’: Ron Syth, personnel manages’
at Richmond Chase and SJS gradStudio Theater, 4 p.m.
Engineering Faculty seminar, uate, "Problems Faring Graduate’s
in Seeking Employment," SIY227,1
E118, 4:10 p.m.
Water polo. varsity, California 7:30 p.m.
slate college tournament at Leis TOMORROW
I Women’s Recreation assn, golf.
Angeles state, 6 p.m.
French club, Jean Guedenet, as- I women’s gymnasium. 2.30 p.m.
sistant professor of foreign lan-1 "A Midstunmer Night’s Dream,"
guages, will speak and show slides Studio Thcater, 4 p.m.
fif France, cafeteria room B, 3:30, ’Kiss Me Kate," Morris Dailey
auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
p.m.
Cross country track meet, all
Patrons of San Jose State College, pot -luck dinner, v.-omen’s corners, San Jose, 4 p.m.
Ski club, ice skating trip to
Igymnasium. 6:30 p.m.
Model United Nations, meeting. fielmont. this will leave from 4th
st entrance of science building.
College Union, 7:15 p.m.
Wesley . foundation, encounter 6:30 p.m.
Friday Flicks, "The Searchers,"
groups, Fifth and F. Santa Clara
TI155, 7:30 p.m.
sts., 3:30 and 7:30 p.m.
1 Greek Pictures will be taken,’ Sophomore chuoi, Joe Collegetoday through Dec. 7 upstairs in C Betty Co-ed dance, women’s gym College Union. All Greeks are to, nasiurn, 8 p.m.
sign up at fraternity or sorority ! Football. freshman, California
’at San Jose, 8 p.m.
houses Price: $150. .
-
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If news of the Italians’ fate was
not received by last night, the
spokesman said, "most energetic
action" will be taken. U.N. troops
and jet fighters are standing by
for use if neeeisary.

If Russians Reopen Korean War

The Nation’s Leading
Growth Bank Offers
Outstanding Career

cks that ever
saperod Porttentic natural
imitate! Belt
andard ego).
arse! Pick out
tones that are
65-95 in blends
:liable fabrics.

’/

etaTitniaiml Kele t:.1twii
Kindu Saturday when they lands,’
with equipment for us 200-Malayan
U.N. force.
The sources said the 13 airmen
were beaten severely and dragged
to captivity by mutinous Congolese troops shortly after Gizenga
arrived.
A top level U.N. and central
government delegation that flew
to Khalil to leek die Italians’ release was forced to flee by the
rebellious Congolese soldiers.
There were fears, based entirely
on rumors, that the 13 Italians
may ha ve been killed. But there
:,s no confirmation.
A U.N. spokesman in New York
said "there is grave fear for then’
fate."
A U.N. spokesman here described the behavior of the Congolese troops in Kindu, many of
whom were reported to have been
drunk, as "impossible."
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11.1’

shampoos end sets am ell
MISS OTT’S personI

4. Permanent

1640 W. SAN CARLOS
Air

Comarleue

Waves .

personurar,
Dart c.4

14‘,
. from

$750

CY5-8333

Neely al fre Perking

rPOneampus lahulnwn
(Author el ’I Was a Tern-ur Dwarf", "The Many
etc.)
Later
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POVERTY CAN BE FUN
no di.grare to be poor. It is ati error, but it is no disgrace.
So if your purse is empty, do not skulk and brood and hide
your head in shame. Stand tall. Admit your poverty. Admit it
freely and frankly and all kinds of good things sill happen to
you. Take, for instance, the case of Blossom Sisrafoos.
Blossom, an impecunious freshman at an Eastern girls’
college, svus smart as a whip and round as a dumpling, and
scarcely a day went by when she didn’t get invited to a party
at inc of the nearby men.- .ehttol, But Ill u-,. int never
ecceptet
She did not 1i31:1. Ow rail ftlic: -be did or 113Ve tl.c
is’1,111 1,/,r ,t;t-11i.,1,-- A1’115
Weelosi.1
1t1.1110, saved fronl utter
fqiiy
by her paek of Marlisims, for even an ev,hemiet
;sr !it- onti
Bk....11C. vat’ afford the jar.’- I if
lovingly ,
.1
I
their paltry price: rich, mellow
carefully piteked, and an exelti-ive eleetrat, niter.
not buy a I eiti9Ion -elf

It is

:1,imint whose number I ani paid to count no 41’11 - WOnid not
-,r,.I 7.1 PI, ’
NI:1111’,oro e:111 entirely
gri’W

liccei21 theszbitAiemliz
Then one day came a phone call trom an intelligent sophomore tlatlIPti Tom O’Shanter at a nearby men,- rolicsm.
1tuiti Tom, "I want you to come down next me irk lie the
barley festival, and I won’t take ram for an mower."
Ni.,’ said Blossom.
-Foolish girl," said Tout gently. "I know why you refuse
me. It ir iwcalise you are poor, isn’t it?"
said
"I will send you a railrnad ticket," said Tom. ’’.1Ins a lianils,ilea egg in ease on1 get hungry on the train."
"Ittit I have nothing to wear," ’said
’ram replied. "I will mend you one suit
of lace, three slacks !If Vel vet, (tau slits, of ere II., live’
..k, if
nylon, and a partridge in t pear tree."
"That is most kind.- said Blossom, "ittit I t’’is I cannot
dance and enjoy myself while hack home my poor blue brother

Tiny Tim lies abed."
"Send him tee Mayo Brothers and put it MI my tab," :aid Tom.
-you are terribly decent," said Blossom, -but I ranted
conic to your party Ieeati.e all the other girls at the !tarty
will he from rieli, distinguished
tilt
and tny father
a hUnible woodcutter. "I will buy bull Yosemite," said Tom.
"You have a great heart,- said ’Blossom. "Bold the phone
while 1 ask our wise avid kindly old Dean ’at Women whether it
in [ripper for me ten aceept :ill there gifts. went forthwith and asked the I veati of Women. tind the
Desist of Women laid her wine rind kindly old lianti on Blossom’s
cheek Allrl
"I’hild, let not take pride rnl von nf happiness.
Accept these gift, trom Toni "
’’t Iii Ness yo11, Wise and Nually.’ breathed Blossotn,
dropping grateful 90:tr* Into thy I/enn-. retieu II’. "I must ran
and tell Toni."
"Yes, nits, child," said the 19pon, a ’toile Wrinkling her WI.e
brother.
and kindly old eyes. " And ;,,k him lee. I,,-. sets,ll Of.
4-4u Ifo"
The milkers of filter -tip .Warfhorn, olio bring you fhi, column, ere also the makers of non- fitter kinepou:e Philip
Morriss Commanders, who at.., brine you tins column. HMV
Commander. II vicuna. aboard!
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Stt11 suffering front the hari
a 2I-ts
knocks recessed as
tr.e .77
Sir. Frare.-4>
:afar State 17-C.e.it prepares to :nee:
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CHEFS SPECIAL STEAK DINNEn

AF Major Quinlan Aids Gridders;
Serves as Backfield Coach, Scout
Bs
liRT .ANDERsON
I Like I. help out where I ea& and where I
--These nem the word. -pr.-....a t, Major VI Llliarn E Quinlan.
Saaellalle professor of the Air Toro- Reserve Otfier Training torts..
at Saa Jose State.
Major Quit’s* has been at
1!
an J,s,- State for four
years In the Air Forte Awkle from hn. regular teaching 3...t5nmenta.
he 4. known to the members of the
the illik 44.
fo>thall
team. has sweated the Saa Joie coaching staff as d-fernise backfield mark and head wroat
Ma,tor Quiniaa. who hopes to be placed on the pbs acal education department at the Air Force Vaderns in the near future put,
In two tuAir. a day on the football field as well as tra..elang when e% er passible to stoat the spartans’ opponents.
Boni In Casper. 1Asornits.c. the major ha. been artise in football in almost twers capacit. He pissed coliece hail at the Cm!
%emits of Ws outing in 1939. Washington and Lee anis...mit in
194143. sersire foitball during the viar sears and tried out profeadosally with the Leo ..tnteles, Dons after the war
The major stated that playing football for f-f: :.ears aith)ut
a-eomplishrnent in football. Piss -Inc
major injurs sta.* 1.12. (12t6-,4
the new American football game in Holland during the oat was
cited by the major as one of his bictest thrills
Major Quinlan said that he enjess working with the ikar, 1 -coaching staff. He said that -Bob Titrhettal Es one of the beat
’flitch’ gets the most
coach.-4 I has. .s -r h1 1.arr Wed with,
out of his baltplasers. and the ballpiar. do the moat f,r him too."
The major also stated that this week’s game with Fresno state
would be a good one. and that S./s.’ students should get out and au;.port the Spartans in their Last game of the sear

V. tth Mil.- Burke and Harold
Carr bated as doubtful starters
the spartabates will be hard
put to upset the Cal trot-h. Top
signal caller Burke Es sadetiused
pointer while
with a ...he4.0dCarr has be-en b...thered with
leg injuries
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The Cal Cubs are not for a
win tomorrow, night for the first
undefeated season It has had
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Northern California Championships
Vied for by Ten Squads Tomorrow
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FIRST QUALITY MEATS
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Hormel & Kingan 8 -lb. size

up

Canned Ham 5.95
Center Cut

.34 1111.011
04a 91/tIr
Hotel de Anna

: 7

Ric

Steer Beef

lb.

Liver

FiNt National Charge
Bank of America

49

Tender Top

lb.

Sirloin Steak 954

7 t,

4lOterternie.

lb.

Pork Chops

CY 7.7688
-

By EARL 1.1
but 110.1
101’ defense
San Jose State’s speed and im- hasn’t looked too good.
pressive passing record seems to
Titchenal used Kea Taylor at
have made an impression on Cecil the fullbau-k slot 1/1 workouts in
Coleman, the Fresno state coach place of injured Johnny Johnson.
who is preparing his troopers for Johnson suffered a hip point inSaturday’s Spartan-Bulldog fray jury against L’OY, and is a
in Fresno.
doubtful starter against the
Bulldogs.
"San Jose 114 the best team vve
will have played since I’ve been
here. It’s not impossible fur uts
to beat them, but it will take
IOU’ best effort of the year,"
Coleman said.

CHON GALLEGOS
. . nation’s

CYpress 2-7726

Exciting fall colors with a
complete range of colors

STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON ALL TIRES WITH ASB CARD

DUNLOP
TIRES
The most famous name in fires is
Dunlop. Used by John Cobb when
he set his speed record, Dunlop
gives safety and comfort.

CY 7-9111

fete S’ervece*
VI SOWN MST yr

best

Gallegos
After New
Pass Marks
San .1 use’s pass-flinging quarterback, Chon Gallegos, will be after
most of the school’s passing records when the Spartans clash with
Fresno state on Saturday.
1 After completing 17 of 26 panes
against the UOP Tigers last Saturday, Gallegos broke a record
previously held by SJS assistant
coach Gene Menges and Bob Reinhart, a 1956 SJS quarterback.
Gallegos also threw the pass
that resulted in the longest pass
play in Spartan annals when he
threw one to Mack Burton in a
play that covered 85 yards.
Menges’ record of 99 completions in 1949 was also broken by
Gallegos in the UOP fray with
107. Gallegos’ four touchdown
passes also tied another Menges
record.
If Gallegos throws just eight
times Saturday against the Bulldogs, a good bet, he’ll top Menges’
1949 record total of 182.
His .611 completion percentage
if maintained, would break Leroy
Zimmerman’s .600 mark in 1939.
Gallegos also needs 167 yards to
snap Menges’ standard of 1490.
Four more TD passes will break
the mark of 16 set in ’49.
Gallegos has led the nation’s
passers for most of the season.
This week, Gallegos has a 107 for
175 mark for nine games.

uouR DETER...8Hour LoTion SIR
shion

you dolt! You know I use wily
Mennen Skin Bracer after -shave lotion."
"Ot course, sir. And this..."

!SPARTAN DA/LT..4

Inman To Speak

SJS Best Team We’ve
Faced Fresno’s Coach

150 E. Santa Clara

and sizes.

^

BULLDOGS WORRIED

Making a strong entry Into the
meet the Santa Clara Valley
Youth Village with Tim Oltiordon
will be out to upset the Spartan
harriers.
O’Rlordon Is the top independent runner in Northern California. He Is the Irish National
Champion. The Youth Village
the defending champion, havink
copped the Northern Cal ineei
last year.

STATE MEAT
MARKET

it!
Fashions has

7 -7. a-,

Top Passer

teams are ex- state and Chico state
:entrails country
The Spartan long distance men
it out for top
!,,ted to fight
California look to be favored as they will be
Northern
the
at
,
in running on their own course, are
piun.shIps to be held
tomorrow at 4 undefeated in seven meets, and
stadium
sprout
have posted four perfect scores.
Jour
gpeeted to give the San
harriers a run
state undefeated
money tomorrow nn-:
to, then
stanford, SiwraIniverat Cal,
state, Cal
were Aide, S.F.
Hinnboldt
pay, Fresno state,

SANCE
UNCE:

’

I’ve told you that luri brac,’
cools rather than burns.
Because it’s made with 114nthol.Ice."
"Quite, sir. And this..."

Fresno state is unbeaten, untied and winner of 20 of their last
21 football games. The Bulldogs
are rated fifth in this week’s
national small college grid ratings.
The Spartans have a 6-3 mark
in ’61, but can boast of COILSC(.1.live wins over Washington stai.!
121-191, Arizona state 13-.261 and
University of the Pacific 129-26,
Two of Fresno’s best linemen,
guard Bill Laughlin and tack!.
Sonny Bishop, will probably I!!
confined to limited action Sato,
day. Laughlin has a broken hiii..!
and Bishop reinjured a
against Abilene Christian I.,
week, and may not play at all.
Quarterbiwk Beau Carte,
makes the Fresno stale offense
go. Carter ran for 106 yard
against Abilene Christian and
took over the Bulldog teen’
scoring lead vvith 43 points. tithes scored 10 touchdowns thls
season.
Another big threat in the Fres’,
backfield is Bill Knocke, a
/
sprinter.
Coleman has been pleased wit 1
the work of fullback Bruce St.,
fert. Seifert gained 30 yards ii
four carries against
Christian and won the puntin
job with five kicks averaging 1!
yards.
Spartan mentor Bob Titcher
has been drilling the squad
week on defense, in preparatio,
for the Bulldog offensive onslaught Titchenal said Tuesday
that the San Jose offense has been

St ti
!lead basketball
coach at San Jose State, will be
one of the three Northern California top
eui.ieties to head.
line a ruoi.inlo al. 1114. first atularfl
Cal Cufatiit,
b:isketball
SalUI,1.1) III the I71,,f10
tulle’s’,’

taut the list has slake .1,,,Irtd,,41 7,a
7. The list now includes itutgfTs.
Utah state, Furman, Sari Jose.
Wichita, Wyoming and Utah Utah
and Utah state play this weekend.

Fresno, win or lose against the
Spartans. are assured of meeting
Bowling Green in the Mercy Bowl
game in 1.us Angeles on Thanksgiving Day,

Titchenal said Tuesday that the
Spartans must defeat Premio by a
"good sized" margin to be askett
to the Sun Bowl.
Athletic Director Bob Bronzan
said that he hits received no word
from the committee since an original inquiry three weeks ago.
--

The Spartans are in contention
for an invitation to the Sun Bowl
game in El Paso, Tex, San Jose
State was listed last week among
a list of 12 teams under consideration Iv, iho.

NEW YORK I UPI1
Allie
Sherman is the seventh head
coach the New York Giants have’
had since entering the National
Football League in 1925.

PORTAL DRY CI EANIVL;
.4ND LAI’
Y SERVI(’E
Atta-sut x
lir-pairing
263 E. William CY 4-11842

Held Over!
Last Week

GIANT COACHES

Part-time Work
for College Men . . .

A

FULL TIME PAY
Service and Sales of New
Products by Appointment.
Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview.

--

"-,-Tiv

eAtie . . .

A
K
E
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Mere 21ining Li al lb elegant Reil
Long a leader in the fine art of dining, BOHAN \\S
complements its superb cuisine with traditionally
warm service in a pleasant atmosphere of quiet elegance and good taste.

CIVIC PLAYHOUSE
136 W. SAN CARLOS

Where
Connoisseurs
Indulge

Frdav & Sat...rday. 8:30 p m.
Special Student Rate $1.50
Fridays only 2 for $2.00
For Reservations Call
CY 4-2247 - CY 5-0883

1401 So. FIRST ST.

How to get
yourself a
superb new

Li

Now is the time to let your parents know
what you need for Christmas! And we’ll help
you convince them you should have a Remington
MONARCH portable typewriter to take the work out
of your school work ... and make homework fun! Illike.
All you do is fill out and mail the coupon below. Then
we write a letter to your folks outlining the reasons,
why a Remington MONARCH portable can help you
get better grades. (Incidentally, the MONARCH
portable comes complete with carrying case plus
a terrific self-teaching touch-typing course that’s
a pushover to master!) Ask to see the rugged,
modern, compact MONARCH portable at. y
your college store or your Remington dealer!T

MONARCH*
,k

.

portable typewriter by
7rP_Mht4g1,71_

for

CHRISTMAS!

"Besides, that crisp, longlasting Bracer
aroma has a fantastic effect on girls."

indeed so, sir. And..."
"iouloit I need Skin Bracer. I’m going to
the Prom. So take that stuff
away and get me some Skin Bracert-

"But sir. this is Skin Bracer. They’ve
.1115t clionge.d the bottle.
Shall I open it now, sir?"

-

’On

iVisi,if;i’;,;,,
[ o 12 to 0 e
Me,nnen SI n

Ps

evailebk

Spartagg..Bcookstore

.HECK THESE SUPERB "EXTRA FEATURES": 1. Single key instantly sets or clears columns and indents! 2. Touch regulator
adjusts to your individual "feel"! 3. Variable line spacer lets you type "right on the lines" of ruled paper! 4. Adiustabie paper
edge guide lets you insert paper precisely every time! 5. Calibrated scale on paper bail lets you center your headings faster!
14. Numerals and calibrations on paper table simplify margin settings -positively! 7. Erasure table on cylinder simplifies
making corrections! 8. Card and writing line scale lets you type more precisely! 9. Removable top cover makes ribbon changing and cleaning easier! 10. Carriage centering device locks machine tight for safer carrying! 11. TWO.0010r ribbon and
stencil control! 12. Lighter weight without a hint of flimsiness or "creep’’ while you type!
Mr. William Most, Advertising Manager
Remington Portable Typewriter Div.
of Sperry Rand Corp.
315 Park Avenue South, N. Y. 10, N.Y.
Yes, my parents could use a little convincing ... and I can happily use the MONARCH
portable to take the work out of homework!

YOUR NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ST ATF

PARENT’S NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

StAlT

-1.

--...1111111111111

Harriers To NCAA?

By ED LEVINE
nament to decide who is the top
The San Jose State Student cross country team in the nation.
Council unanimously approved an
The Board of Control now reappropriation to send the SJS ceives the appropriation measure
cro:s country team to East Lan- and will rule on it.
sing. Mich. for the NCAA
The appropriation provides for
rt.\ men, one listed as an alternate
I N-ii 1.: .110:\EI .’!
and the coach, Dean Miller, to
travel to the NCAA meet in
On GAS and OIL
Michigan.

SAHARA OIL CO.
e...
I ,,,,,I wiiiii,

5.I4’ cross country team this
year
seven

has

undefeated

gone

meets and

posted

in

four

perfect scores.

,

,1

Dresses for Jrs. and Jr.
Petites 5’1" & under
For the holidays ahead
brighten your winter wardrobe with fun-loving goeverywhere

ha%t. all
Spartan
down to
the SJS

1,11 the ;night of the
harden.; they all went
defeat at the hands of
long distance men.

Head cross country coach, Dean
Miller has constantly said th.ki
he feels this year’s crop of
distance men are the finest he has
coached and he feels they should
go to East [Arising, Mich., and
represent SJS in the nationals.

If the Board of Control gives
its approval look for the Spartan
Harrier: to fly.
_

More Defense
For Woodson

Only the Northern California
’ finals and the West Coast Championships are left for the harriers
to win before they travel to MichSAN FRANCISCO iliP1)--Abe
igan if the Board of Control ap- Woodson of the San Francisco
proves the cross country team ap- Forty Niners was back with the
propriations.
defensive unit again yesterday.
Stanford, Cal. USC, Frisian
Woodson, who earned all-star
state, and San Francisco state
honors as a defensive back last
year, started here again thLs year,
but was switched to offense about
OUR PRICES ARE
a month ago.
LOW PRICES
Coach Red Hickey said Tuesday
Come to
that Woodson would go back to
FIRST STREET
defense and replace Jerry Mertens, a regular for more than
REXALL DRUGS
three seasons who has been in a
Next to Woolworth’s
slump recently.
35 So. First St.
This was a tribute to rookie
Your Beauty Needs Jimmy
Johnson. whose addition to
1 the defensive secondary had enHeadquarters
Barkamerieard First Nat’l Charge
third Woodson to try his hand at

1

CT 2-808/

Free Delivery

.1.1101I

,,ffen,ive halfback.

"O.

CHEFS SPECIAL STEAK DINNER

$1.25

Debbie Reynolds’
dresses
occas;ons
Styled for a

S--aPRTAN

riAnir
Tiulmda

’6%emhel 16 1461
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sports
AF Major Quinlan Aids Gridders;
Serves as Backfield Coach, Scout
By GARY ANDERSON
e
"I like to help out where I can, and where I am best suited."
These were the words expressed by Major William E. Quinlan,
associate professor of the Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps
at San Jose State.
Major Quinlan has been at San Jose State for four of his 22
years in the Air Force. Aside from his regular teaching assignments,
the major, as he is known to the members of the San Jose football
team, has asaisted the San Jose coaching staff as defensive backfield coach and head ’scout.
Major QUIallall. Who hopes to be placed on the physical education department at the Air Force Academy In the near future, puts
In two hours a day on the football field as well as traveling whenever possible to scout the Spartans’ opponents.
Born In Casper, Wyoming, the major has been active In football in almost every capacity. He played college ball at the University of Wyoming in 1939. Washington and Lee university in
1941-42, service football during the war years, and tried out professionally with the Los Angeles Dons after the war.
The major stated that playing football for 22 years without a
major Injury was his greatest accomplishment In football. Playtng
the first American football game in Holland during the war was
cited by the major as one of his biggest thrills.
Major Quinlan said that he enjoys working with the San Jose
coaching staff. He !odd that "Bob Titchenal Is one of the best college coaches I have ever !wen associated with. ’Titch’ gets the most
out of hbt ballplayers, and the ballplayers do the most for him too."
The major also stated that this week’s game with Fresno state
would be a good one, and that !QS students should get out and support the Spartans In their last game of the year.

NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

286 So. First Street

With Mike Burke and Harold
Carr listed as doubtful starters
the Spartababes will be hard
latt to upset the Cal frost]. Top
tignal caller Burke is sidelined
with a shoulder pointer while
Carr has been bothered with
leg Injuries.

Head SJS froth grid coach Bob
Jones said, "Although we are still
hurting from the S.F. win, we will
be out to upset the Bears. The
players are thinking of winning
and if they play a good brand of
hall, an upset could be in the
making."
The Cal Cubs are out for a
wits tomorrow night for the first
undefeated season It has had in

Come See, You’ll Enjoy
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS
IN SAN JOSE
Nobody. But Nobody
Can Make TAMALES,
TACOS & ENCHILADAS
Like the Chefs oh

EL MICHOACAN
’soy mich-e.con"

DRIVE-IN
2)clivery
Orders -to -Go
Special Dining Room

four years. Led by local star
craft Morton at the quarterback
slot the Rear Cubs will hit the
Spartan froth II with plenty 01
offensive might.

The Cal frosh has been averss
ing 5.11 ryaigrLasmep r
withcarry
yards
uachnd
ners as Larry Mai and Tom
Blanchfield. A $1 ad miss to TI
charge wil apply to all persw
attending the game
a
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to 8120 on automobile
insurance ere now common for
married men andel 25 years of
age with lb.California Casualty
.inmilaemrrineidfy.EThchianngthsp;., .9

bracket

lly paying excessive
g
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Camp.
bell, Spartan Represents*, to,
ti.
"We6
. bcekli envgethat
married man
with family responsibalips it a
dri;er.
more careful
Pil causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
Forexample:
r
pe
ld: A rn
man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Llability
$1012D000, Property Damage
$5,000 and Medical WO pays
about $157 a year with most in.
surance companies. With Cali.
fornia Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $93 with the Es.
change. (Other coverage s with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even kn.
married men and women wini
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent.
Cell or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, S66
Maple Are., Sunnyvale; 9Egent 9.
1741 (day & nitej.

are

KING-SIZE
RANCH BURGER

OPEN 8 A.M.-9 P.M. SUN.
6 A.M.-11 P.M. MON.-SAT.

Si5 SO. 2ND ST.

at 8 o’clock.

1

Iry our

The Spartan Rendezvous

Roberta

Still suffering from the hard
knocks received in its 21-8 win!
over San Francisco state, the San
Jose State froth prepares to meet
the undefeated Cal Bear Cubs tomorrow night in Spartan stadium

CL 1-9975
CY 5-9585
2460 Alum Rock Ave.

ARCHES
STEAK HOUSE

$15.95 to $29.95

Undefeated Grid Cal Cubs
To Meet SJS Freshman

.4;t4.46

rlS

Check your opinions against

Campus Opinion Poll 11

A
Complete
Meal in Itself
for Only

Has the Berlin crisis increased
Russia’s prestige in Asia and South America?

45c s
ry one toniny.f

race41
4th and St. James
rho,. b no. itho.d.11

AFROTC MAJOR William E. Quinlan is seen presiding at his
class room. San Jose State gridironers see Major Quinlan in
another role. The AFROTC major has assisted the SJS coaching
staff as defensive coach and head scout for four years. Major
Quinlan hopes to be placed on the physical education department at the Air Force Academy in the near future. Major
Quinlan has been in the Air Force 22 years.

do you smoke a day?
El Half a pack or less

Spartan Fashion
Council
selects

O Do you look at every 0 How many cigarettes
date as a prospective
wife (or husband)?

The

Less than a pack

El A pack or more

Rousit
Style
fiesta!

YU>
NC)

"The
Classic
Look"
Long sleeve cardigans,
slip-ons in Fur Blend,
Shetland types,
and bulkies.
Shown:

Expect more, get more, from L.81V1
There’s actually more
ricnflavor leaf in L&M
than even in some unfiltered cigarettes. You
get more body in the
blend, more flavor in the
smoke, more taste
through the filter. So get
Lots More from filter

smoking with LAM

.

the cigarette that smokes
heartier as itdraws freely

through the pure -white,
modern filter.

tollI6.

V111,51

HERE’S HOW 1029 STUDENTS
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!

Come see our big, new
selection of Rough
Rider sport coats and
slacks! You’ll find new muted
colors! Sport coats in handsome
plaids, cheeks and stripes! Slacks
in the newest fabrics! All with Rough
Rider’s famous action -tailoring . .
to fit better, look better and wear
better!
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$10"
Box Pleated Skirt

OPEN MONDAYS AND THURSDAYS ’Tn. 1 P.M.
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Get with the Grand Prix . .. Enter today, enter incessantly!

Slacks frog

Dreamspun Slip-on

PLUS OW Green Stamps

%Z8’’ssai
%6C

3950

Dreamspun Cardigan
$11"

SANTA CLARA as SECOND
PARK PREE: of Kirby’s beck of store, 20 South 2nd
Ars, 38 South 3rd, or any city lot

"student charges"

Downtown: 161 South First

Valley Fair
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Northern California Championships
Vied for by Ten Squads Tomorrow
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Making a strong entry into the
meet the Santa Clara Valley
Youth Village with Tim Oftiordren
will be out to upset the Spartan
harriers.
O’Riordon is the top independent runner in Northern Cali.
fornia. He Is the Irish National
Champion. The Youth Village is
the defending champion, having
e.ppod the Northern Cal ITICIrt
lir

STATE MEAT
MARKET

Well, Olga Mar
asIlicins has it!

CHON GALLEGOS
. nation’s best

150 E. Santa Clara
CTpress 2-7726

Eiciting fall colors with a
emplete range of colors

FIRST QUALITY MEATS
WHOLESALE Cr RETAIL

prid sires.

$16.95

Hormel & Kingan 8 -lb. size

up

Canned Ham 5.95
Center Cut-

9i1ai//ar5131tioni

lb.

Pork Chops

Hotel de Anza
CY 1-7688

18

Steer Beef

lb.

Liver

Fiat National Charge
Bank of America

49c

Tender Top

/e17n.

lb.

Sirloin Steak 95C

STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON ALL TIRES WITH ASB CARD

DUNLOP
TIRES

The most famous name in fires is
Dunlop. Used by John Cobb when
he set his speed record, Dunlop
gives safety and comfort.

CY 7-9111
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Gallegos
After New
Pass Marks
So it j NISO’S pass-llinging quarterback, Chon Gallegos, will be after
most of the school’s passing records when the Spartans clash with
Fresno state on Saturday.
After completing 17 of 26 passes
against the UOP Tigers last Saturday, Gallegos broke a record
previously held by SJS assistant
coach Gene Menges and Bob Reinhart, a 1956 SJS quarterback.
Gallegos also threw the pass
that resulted in the longest pass
play in Spartan annals when he
threw one to Mack Burton in a
play that covered 85 yards.
Menges’ record of 99 completions in 1949 was also broken by
Gallegos in the UOP fray with
107. Gallegos’ four touchdown
passes also tied another Menges
record.
If Gallegos throws just eight
times Saturday against the Bulldogs, a good bet, he’ll top Menges’
1949 record total of 182.
His .611 completion percentage
if maintained, would break Leroy
Zimmerman’s .600 mark in 1939.
Gallegos also needs 167 yards to
snap Menges’ standard of 1490.
Four more TD passes will break
the mark of 16 set in ’49.
Gallegos has led the nation’s
passers for most of the season.
This week, Gallegos has a 107 for
75 mark for nine games.
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tfis t.
GUSTKEY
clicking, but Lib:
!tie defense but the list has’
7. The list now includes Rutgers ’
San Jose State’s speed and an- hasii’t looked too good.
pressive passing record seems to
’Mehemet used Ken Taylor at Utah state, Furman, San Jose.
have made an impression on (7ecil the futile:wit slot In workouts in Wichita, Wyoming and Utah Utah
Coleman, the Fresno state coach phiee of injured Johnny Johnson. and Utah state play this weekend.
who is preparing his troopers for Johnson auttered a hip point inTitchenal said Tuesday that the,
Saturday’s Spartan-Bulldog fray jury against (’01’. and is a Spartans must defeat Fresno by it
In Fresno.
doubtful starter against the "good sized" margin to be asked
Bulldogs.
to the Sun Bowl
"San Jose Is the best team we
Athletic Director Bob Bronzari
will have played slave I’ve been
Fresno, win or lose against the
here. It’s not impossible for us Spartans, are assured of meeting said that he has received no word
to beat them, but it will take Bowling Green in the Mercy Bowl from the committee Sines. all
our best effort of tlw year," game in Los Angeles on Thanks- inal inquiry three weeks ago.
Coleman said.
giving Day.
GIANT COACHES
Fresno state is unbeaten, unThe Spartans are in contention
tied and winner of 20 of their last for an invitation
NEW YORK (UPI) AIIm
to the Sun Bowl
21 trait-ball games. The Bulldogs ,game in El Paso, Tex.
San Jose Sherman is the seventh heist
are rated fifth in this week’s State was listed
last week among coach the New York Giants ha
national small college grid ratings. a list of 12 teams under
considera- had since entering the National
The Spartans have a 6.3 mark tion by the Sun Bov.I committee. Football League in 1925.
in ’61, but can boast of consecutive wins over Washington state
(21-19s, Arizona state I 3-261 and
Part-time Work
University of the Pacific (29-261.
Two of Fresno’s best linemen,
for College Men . . .
guard Bill Laughlin and tackle
Sonny Bishop, will probably Is’
confined to limited action Salm day. Laughlin has a broken hand
and Bishop reinjured a kno.l.
and Sales of New
against Abilene Christian Lis] . Service
Products by Appointment.
week, and may not play at all.
Quarterback Heats Carter
Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview.
makes the F’reeino state offense
go. Carter run for 106 yards
against Abilene Christian and
took over the Bulldog team
scoring lead with 43 points. He
has scored le touchdowns this
fielLIS011.
Another big threat in the Fresno
Mere .2)ining LI
backfield is Bill Knocke, a 9.6
sprinter.
Long a leader in the fine art of dining, B011-1\ NONS
Coleman has been pleased with
completnents
its superb cuisine with traditionally
the work of fullback Bruce Seifert. Seifert gained 30 yards in
warm service in a pleasant atmosphere of quiet elefour carries against Abilene
gance and good taste.
Christian and won the punting
job with five kicks averaging 41
Where
yards.
Connoisseurs
Spartan mentor Bob Titch.
has been drilling the squad .,
Indulge
week on defense, in preparation
for the Bulldog offensive onslaught. Titchenal said Tuesday
1401 So. FIRST ST.
that the San Jose offense has been
- a -

Inman To Speak
Stir Inman. Head basketball
coach at San Jose State, will be
one of the three Northern Cab (ramie top hoop coaches to he:MI.1;1e a program at the, first antiesil
(’al C’oto-Itt, Assri. basketball elinle mills Sat uillay in the F to -’.no
state ,olieve 75 ru.

PORTAL DRY CLEANIVO
AND LAUNDRY SERVDT
Alterations

Repairing
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A

al lb elegant geit

136 W SAN

CARLOS

Friday & Saturday, 830 pm.
Special Student Rate $1.50
Fridays only 2 for $2.00
2,-,;erva+ions Call
CY 4-2247 - CY 5-0888

How to get
yourself a
superb new

Li

Now is the time to let your parents know
what you need for Christmas! And we’ll help
you convince them you should have a Remington
MONARCH portable typewriter to take the work outlk
of your school work. .. and make homework fun!
All you do is fill out and mail the coupon below. Then lir
we write a letter to your folks outlining the reasons ,
why a Remington MONARCH portable can help you
get better grades. (Incidentally, the MONARCH
portable comes complete with carrying case plus
a terrific self-teaching touch-typing course that’s
a pushover to master!) Ask to see the rugged,
modern, compact MONARCH portable at.
your college store or your Remington dealer!,

CIVIC PLAYHOUSE

MONARCH*
.5

portable typewriter by
Ara
demAtsrtam

for

CHRISTMAS!

"Besides, that crisp, long -tasting Bracer
aroma has a fantastic effect on girls."

Dk’
digons,
Blend,
es,
S.

"Indeed so, sir. And,.
"TuniOt I need Skin Bracer. I’m eoing to
the Prom So take that stuff
away and get me some Skin Bracer!"

"But Sir. MIS IS Skin Biacer. They’ve
just cioinged the bottle.
I open it now, sir?"

--....HECK THESE SUPERB "EXTRA FEATURES": 1. Single key instantly sets or clears columns and indents! 2. Touch regulator
adjusts to your individual "feel"! 3. Variable line spacer lets you type "right on the lines" of ruled paper! 4. Adjustable paper
edge guide lets you insert paper precisely every time! S. Calibrated scale on paper bail lets you center your headings faster!
8. Numerals and calibrations on paper table simplify margin settings -positively! 7. Erasure table on cylinder simplifies
making corrections! 8. Card and writing line scale lets you type more precisely! 9. Removable top cover makes ribbon changing and cleaning easier! 10. Carriage centering device locks machine tight for safer carrying! 11. Two-color ribbon and
stencil control! 12. Lighter weight without a hint of flimsiness or "creep" while you type!

tIo

113"

Trademuk

Mennen Skin Brscer available et

Sparta

night OBc opks to r
supmae

YOUR NAME

Mr. William Most, Advertising Manager
Remington Portable Typewriter Div.
of Sperry Rand Corp.
315 Park Avenue South, N.Y. 10, N.Y.

ADDRESS_

Yes, my parents could use a little convincing ... and I can happily use the MONARCH
portable to take the work out of homework!

ROOMS

L.--

_
CITY

STATE

PARENT’S NAME
CITY

STATE

-1
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MOLOTOV GOES ’HOME’

N.Y. City Bureau To Sponsor
8th College Queen Competition

San Francisco Artist Displays Prints
In Spartan Library Through Friday
..’cording to Robert A. England,
A display featuring the wort.
John Henry Nash. master prine: bbrarv- assistant.
Several books which show the
of San Francisco, is locsted in the
hall of the first floor of the library style of the printer by their imand will continue through Friday, pressive size and rigid, typographical plan were selected for the
display.
Program Committee
Nash, who was born in WoodAsks for Salesmen
bridge. Ontario. in 1871, began
Two students are needed to sell printing in San Francisco in 1895
records of "Amahl and the Night and continued until his death in
Visitors" Nov. 27-28. according to 1947.
Annette Mertz, member of Spartan
Among the books on display are:
program committee. They will be ’Tne Divine Comedy." Dante;
of
the
number
paid a percentage
"The Bible. the Psalms of the
of recoids they sell, she said. Stu- Singer David" and "A Bibliodents can apply until Nov. 21 by graphy of the History of Calicalling Miss Mertz at CY 3-9589 fornia, 1510-1830."
between 5-11) p.m.
Other books printed by Nash
:nay be found in the main card
catalog under "Editionsi-Nash
FAIRGROUNDS
Press."

FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

Sparta Party Slates
Meeting Tonight at 7

50’
FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
I0TH & TULLY ROAD

Sparta party will meet tonight
at 7 o’clock in CH161. The ASB
budget, student government, semester service projects, and apathy
towards student politics will be
discussed, according to Bob Crittenden, chairman.

FLY

HAWAII

ARRIVING IN MOSCOW, former Soviet Premier Vyacheslav M. Molotov is escorted by his
daughter, Svetlana, from railway station en route

The Pia:ton annual National College Queen contest for undergraduate girls begins this week, according to contest officials in New
York City.
Fifty per cent of the judging will
be based on attractiveness. charm
and personality and 50 per cent
on academic record, campus activities, hobbies and community
service, the officials stated.
Regional winners, contest officials said, will receive a trip to
New York City, where the 1962
National College Queen pageant
to his home. Molotov faces "retirement" on
will be held in June. The pageant
will be included in the "New York
charges that he led a Kremlin coup aimed at
overthrowing Nikita Khrushchev.
Is a Summer Festival" celebration sponsored by the New York
Iweek will be "State Mike, Campus Convention and Visitors bureau.
The national winner will receive,
News of Community Interest."

Jazz Benefit Set
For Charity Home

KLOK ’Showcase’
To Feature SJS

Earl -Falha" Hines and his
Dixieland band will play at a benefit jazz concert at the new Pavilion
building on the Santa Clara county fairgrounds Nov. 27 at 8:30
p.m.
Entitled the "Holiday Jazz Concert." the event will be sponsored
by the Morgan Hill Alice in Wonderland chapter of the Children’s
Home Society of California. Profits from the concert will go to the
Children’s Home society.
Tickets to the concert are now
on sale in TH16 for $2 each.

"Showcase San Jose State," presented by radio station KLOK
(1170kci Sunday night at 9:30, will
interview La Torre staff members,
SJS foreign students, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Stewart, assistant professor of English.

among other twiti,, ,i 1, ti, to
rope, an automobile and a diamond
ring.
To enter, women students should
write to: National College Queen
contest committee, Suite 1606,
Paramount building, 1501 flmad
way. New York 36, New York. An
official entry blank and complete
details will be sent.
aassmates, men or womes. can
also nominate a candidate by writ.
log to the same address.

"ATTENTION"

The featured music selections
will be from the symphony orchestra concert Wednesday night.
Rounding out "Showcase" this

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS

ELECTRONIC

Repairing by Qualified Mechanics
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed WorkPlus Real Savings
Ives Avelible Sunday I

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Ow Men. & Thurs. 7111 9

Ennsnings

OPEN 7 A.M. to 1 P.M.Incl. Saturdays

HOFFEE’S GARAGE

CY 3-2961

Hoffea
972 Chestnut St., 1 81k. W. of Gatemen Bet. Hdding & Freeway, San Jose
Owner. Mervin

PARTS

11:41 EQUIPMENT

Magi 12.k. & 51/
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1426 W. San Caries
CY 8-1212

CHRISTMAS CHARTER
ONLY
$14420 TAX INO.UD6D

FULL ROUND TRIP
Leave: Dec. 16th or 19th
Return: Dec. 27th or 30th
First Come, First Serve
Call Now

Seetours International

CY 47346

493 E. Santa Clara
San Jose

CLASSIFIEDS

II

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office-.
Room le, Tower Hall, or
Sand in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Rooms with kitchen priv, for men. $2,10. 47 So. 8th St. CY 3-2114.
2-belrm., comp’. furn., incl. auto. washer.
3 or 4 girls. 444 So. 5th.
Kelp Woofed
2 patient people for a pert-time, evening
iob. Permanent position, good pay. C.all
before 100 p.m. CY 74375. Mr. Mirkin.

Services
Will care for child ,n my home 2
years or older. CY 8-4375.

For Solo

2 spring ’ern. contracts, women’s app.
be .irdni house. 373 E. San Fernando. Typing in my home. Mrs. Blanco, 3106
Garden Ave., CY 7-5816.
CY 3-9908. Janet or Barb R.
Troutsporfoffoo
1954 Ford cone., R&H w.w. new engine,
Lcn. /395. CY 2.9784.
P’
Riders wanted Fresno St game. Phone
’49 Ford, runs OK. $90 or best offer. Kevin Swanson, AX 6-8130 after 5:30 P.m.
Cl 3-3953.
Ride wanted to Salem and back over
’59 Sprite and/or hardtop, ercellent con- Thanksaiuino. CY 7-6597.
rii or. r omelet., best offer. CY 7-7068
Mlsoiellooroos
baere 2 p.m.
Wee4ed: Used TR-3 luggage rack. Phone
Fur jacket, hip length, for sale. Very CY 4.8454.
(,-rd.tion. AN 6-8648 after 5 p.m.
.
M-indays & Wed.
$100 reward for the return of stereo set,
records and other articles stolen on
57 Triumph, new tires end upholktiery.
Nov. 4th. from 545 So. 9th
Saturday.
f 7.9375.
St. (neat to Wendy Glen #2) or for
the
arrest
of those persons involved in
.59 MG sports model, $1150. CY 3-9929,
these thefts. Phone CY 24484 or CY
7-8098.
overstuffed couch, $12.50. 3 chairs. $5
Will person who misplaced portable reca
CY 4.9339
ord player please report to TH 16 for
identification
hotels
Furnished 2.bodroom tr-rttnntt 555 So. Weapons collector will buy -..-; rrary anr;ques. A
8.h S.

EASY-ORDER ADVERTISING!
To place a classified ad, just fill out and clip this
EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, San

Jose State College, San Jose, California.
Check One:
[: Personals
Lost & Found
E Transportation

’

Help Wonted
Services

’

For Sol.
Itentots
Miscell

Pleas* Print:

(Covet 23 Letters end Spaces for Each Line)
Pleat losortIon
204 look Addlth000rl Lbw
2Line Minimum)
(2 Line Minimum)
Rue Ad For
Starting Date
Days
Check No
Enclosed 8.
Nam*
Addreu
Phone
City

U.

INSIDE sqv
the
RAMS
HEAD at Gradins
It there any age limit on
corduroy? That’s the question
botherinF this instmetor, who
writes. ’I’ve noticed a number
of students wearing corduroy
jackets and suits.
They look attractive and seem
practical. Are they
for young fellows
only? I thought 1
inight try it, but
don’t want to look
Look (oafish, Combine with a button-down oxford shirt and rep tie
and you’ll have a casual outfit that’s
smart at any age.
"A group of us got to wondering why snit coats have buttons on the <lences. Any special
reason?" Art M.
Thank one of the Trench kings
ler thus decorative touch
Louis
XIV, we believe. He tired of seeing
his constituents using their sleeves
as a handkerchief. To discourage
this practice, he decreed that
sleeves carry a row of buttons. They
have been standard equipment,
since.
We hope this
baffling problem
hasn’t completely
frustrated G. J.
Ito writes, "The
breast pocket of a
suit I bought is at
an angle, rather
than straight across. Regardless
of how I insert a handkerchief
-and I’ve’ tried every possible
way-it looks odd. Help!"
You get "1" for effort. 61 Nov
stop worrying Some pockets aren’t
made for a handkerchief. This slanted
style is one of them.

,AroluttelgewaigsowCLOTHES-ING NOTES-In an
emergency your shower comes in
handy as a wrinkle remover. Hang
your suit or jacket (away from
spray) and the steam will smooth
it out ...Talk about smooth, have
you seen GRODINS classic flannel
BLAZER at its new low price of
only 24.95? It has traditional narrow lapels, honest shoulders, and
antique metal buttons. All wool
medium weight flannel in loden or
black. A real wing -ding of a buy at
GRODINS.
PS. Men under 2! may open their
own charge account at Grodins
De cater combinations stump
you? Our leaflet, DRESS POINTERS,
clears up the puzzling question of
"what goes with what" and is
packed with practical clothes tips.
Foe your copy, drop into

:50gorio9fi,

’’’.4411/14/iraielliteripepip

VALLEY FAIR, 2801 Stevens Creek boulevard

.

for space-age thinkers on the Bell System team. World leader in communicationsfrom missile guidance
systems to telephone calls relayed by satellitethe Bell System offers opportunity unlimited for today’s
graduates. Come in and find out how far you can go with the Bell System.
This team will continue to give consideration to all qualified applicants for employment without regard to
race, creed, color or national origin.

Pacific Telephone

102gotevaassato

.,

Technical and non -technical graduates for engipeering and administrative positions in California.

Technical and non -technical graduates for enqr.
neering and administrative pn-,itions throughout
the United States,

00
BAN
COMPONATIOSI
Engineering and physical science graduates for
research, development, and design of atomic
weapons at Livermore. California

For display advertising rates, call CY 4-6414, Cit.
2081, from 120 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

111111111111011......

AC.

INTERVIEWING ON NOVEMBER 20 & 21
Sign Up for an Interview at the Placement Office

